
Lucy Goosey Star #3: Solstice Star

Remember these blocks are to be 12” finished blocks. There 
will be a total of 6 block patterns provided in this quilt-a-long. 
You can skip any block you wish or make several of any you 
wish. The color palette for this quilt-a-long is totally up to you. 
I deliberately left the parts of this block uncolored and 
unshaded so it would not influence your choices. There are 
extra outlined blocks at the bottom so you can color them as 
you plan your fabric placements.

Making the Block Components:

1. For the corners of the block: four background squares: 
cut 4½” x 4½” 

2. For the center of the block: four half square triangles: 
use your favorite method to make these, to be 2” x 2” finished, 2½” x 2½” before inclusion in the 
block. Sew these 4 HSTs into a square as shown in the diagram. Depending on the choice of 
fabrics, and their placement you can get several different designs as they align with the star 
points. You might want to use some colored pencils and try out the color placements. Extra 
outlined blocks are below for that purpose.

3. Constructing the star points: Cut 8 rectangles measuring 2½” x 4½”, and 8 squares of 
background fabric measuring 2½” x 2½”. On the back of each background square draw a line 
diagonally from one corner to the opposite corner.Place a rectangle and a background square, 
right sides together, with one side of the square aligned with the short end of the rectangle and the 
outer edges of the square aligned with the longer sides of the rectangle. Sew along the drawn line 
and flip the triangle it forms back to form a snowball corner. Make 4 of these with the triangle in 
the upper right of the rectangle (A above) and 4 with the triangle in the upper left (B above) of the 
rectangle.Sew an A rectangle to a B rectangle to form a star point. Make 4 of those.

4. Construct the block as you would for a 9 patch, when you have your block components 
assembled. Be careful of the orientation of your star points and your center square.

top row across: background square + star point + background square
middle row across: star point + center section + star point
bottom row across: background square + star point + background square

If you have made all 3 stars so far, you are halfway home. Perhaps itʼs time to think a little bit about 
your choice(s) for final assembly layout, so you can make extra blocks if need be.
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